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Viewpoints of Granada 

Just as you can get to know Granada by losing yourself in its narrow alleys, tapas in its bars or visiting its 
monuments, there is another way to capture its essence: through the vision offered by its viewpoints. 
 
The well-known Viewpoints of San Nicolás, with the Alhambra in the background, a very repeated postcard, 
is joined by others such as Los Carvajales and Santa Isabel la Real that offer privileged views of the Christian 
domes and towers. From the Viewpoints de San Cristóbal, we can admire the snow-capped peaks of Sierra 
Nevada, the fertile fertile plain and the Arab walls fused into a single image. 
 
Route designed for lovers of culture, art and sport, mixing all the flavors that Granada and its monuments 
offer us. In Electric Bikes we will easily climb the slopes to the excellent viewpoints that the different 
geographical points of the city offer us, with views of the Nasrid Fortress. We will pass through the famous 
neighborhoods of Sacromonte and Albaicín. 
 
We will mix with its unique inhabitants, impregnating ourselves with flamenco with its music and dance, in 
addition to its gastronomy. We will visit the famous gypsy caves where they perform their shows. To finish, 
we will walk through the souks and bazaars of the Arab area, where we can make purchases of typical products 
or simply stop at the famous tearooms and enjoy the different varieties of Moorish tea and pastries. 
 

 
Safety and respect 
We will exercise extreme caution on vehicle traffic lanes. Being respectful of pedestrians and making the least 
environmental impact are part of our values. Mandatory to wear a helmet. 
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ACCOMMODATION 
For this program, we propose a unique accommodation and deeply 
rooted in Granada such as its Carmenes. 
 
Ground floor of a listed historic mansion in the DOWNTOWN 
neighborhood of Realejo. High-rise, stair-free accommodation with 
a perfect location, very central yet quiet with a large, landscaped 
courtyard, cool on summer nights, sunny in winter and with 
extraordinary views of the Sierra Nevada. Enjoy the calm after your 
visit to the City. 
 
The apartment is a 15-minute walk from the Alcaicería, 1 km from 
the Federico García Lorca Center and 100 meters from the Kiosco Las Titas, La Cuchara de Carmela and 
Taberna Los Trastos, the central palace with monuments Isabel la Católica, Cristóbal Colón and Calle Elvira 
is just 25 min walk from the railway station and 5 from the Granada City Hall, the Cathedral and the Tapas 
area. In addition, it has a very close bus stop that goes up to the Alhambra. 
 
 
RATE 
PVP: € 163 / person. VAT included. Minimum 4 Participants 
 
 
• Minimum age 14 years (with the tutor's authorization). 
 
• No refunds are made in adverse weather conditions or reasons outside the center. 
 
• In case of breakage of the material, loss or theft, the client is responsible for it. 
 
 
It includes: 
 
• Guide / accompanying monitor. 
 
• Electric bicycle type VTT NEOMOUV CRONOS 2016 or similar. 
 
• Snack (water, soft drink, beer and tapas) in a typical tavern. 
 
• 2 Nights / days Accommodation in Carmen typical of Granada for 4 Pax, with living room, kitchen, bedroom, 
etc. In the Only Accommodation regime. 
 
If you do not have a helmet you must pay a surcharge of € 5. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RESERVATION OF PLACES 
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Payment policy: 
 
Income in the account of Yolazul (Cultural Travel), Caixa: 2100 2154 89 0200255458, IBAN: ES40 2100 
2154 89 0200255458, SWIFT: CAIXESBBXX. The reservation of places will be made by deposit of 25% of 
the total. Rest of payments, 7 days before the client's arrival. 
 
 
Cancellation policy 
 
The client who withdraws once the reservation has been formalized will be obliged to pay part of the agreed 
price. In any case, management costs will always be paid. 
 
 
 
Up to 3 days without penalty. 
Rest 100% 
 
The hours are approximate hours. Any variation in any of these concepts will lead to a modification of this 
budget. 


